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Lecture topics

• Week 1. What are decisions and how should we study them?
• Week 2. Beliefs, values and decisions in an uncertain world
• Week 3. Decision heuristics and biases
• Week 4. Expert judgments and decisions
• Week 5. Group decision making
• Week 6. Social decisions and dilemmas



Review

• A decision is a choice among two or more solutions to a problem
• How to decide? Hundreds of ways

• Kahneman, System 1 (associative) and System 2 (cognitive)

• Preferred ways = those generating rational choices
• “Choices that maximize a person’s own expected value in the long run”
• Manifested by Benjamin Franklin and by “cost-benefit analysis”

• But being rational requires validity/accuracy/completeness of the four 
components of expected value

1. Alternatives = possible choices to choose from
2. Outcomes = what happens when a choice is made
3. Values (AKA utilities) = how much a person likes/dislikes, wants/doesn’t 

want the outcomes
4. Probabilities (AKA beliefs) = chances of outcomes occurring



Beyond the gambling tables

• Research questions
1. How do we create/generate/discover alternatives and possible outcomes?

1. Almost no research on this, lots of folk theories (example: brainstorming, lateral 
thinking, “thinking outside the box”

2. How do we determine values?
1. A modest amount of research on this

3. How do we estimate probabilities?
1. LOTS of research on this!

4. How do we combine all this information to make a decision?
1. Modest amount of research

• Practical questions
• Can we improve our rates of creation/generation/discovery? If so how?
• Can we improve our probability and value estimates? If so how?
• Should we change our values?



Alternatives, outcomes, values, probabilities: examples

Health Outcomes

Alternatives
Feel better

+5
Feel worse

-8
Visit doctor 60% 40%

Avoid doctor 25% 75%

Politics Outcomes

Alternatives

Raise taxes
-3

Cut red tape
+2

Clean environment
+8

Conservative 20% 40% 0%
Liberal 45% 10% 30%

NDP 60% 5% 50%
Green 50% 50% 75%

Holidays
Alternatives Cost Emergency Beauty
Venezuela $2,000, p =100% -$10,000, p = 20% $ ???, p =70%
New Zealand $8,000 p = 100% -12,000, p = 1% $ ???, p = 60%



1. Generating possible alternatives and outcomes



1. Generating alternatives and outcomes

• Alternatives and outcomes via multiple perspectives
• Example: Do planets revolve around the sun or vice versa? Ptolemy (circa 

100AD) versus Copernicus (Kopernik in Polish, 1473-1543)
• Example: Miasma (pollution) theory versus germ theory of disease
• Example: Why do hairs on arms grow to their length then stop growing? How 

do they know when to stop?
• Metaphor/simile of descriptions. Gödel's Theorem versus “There is a crack in 

everything. That’s how the light gets in.” 

• Relation to creativity, introversion, cultural diversity and messy offices

• Relation to group decision making: brainstorming
• Thinking “outside the box”?



2. Values

“The heart has its reasons which reason knows nothing of.”
Blaise Pascal( (1623-1662)



From where do values come?
• The value fairy? Temperament? Character?
• Inborn wants: food, water, air, warmth, elimination, sex, safety, wine
• Values influenced by motives and emotions, in turn influenced by 

circumstances
• Consider shifting motives and values of tennis players on/off the court
• Consider emotions and values of safety in emergencies vs. ordinary events
• Consider the value of sleep at noon versus 2:00am

• Social origins of values
• Early childhood experiences, maturation, aging
• Peer pressure (Milgram’s obedience studies)
• Advertising (smiling faces, influencers)
• Cultural norms

• Example: Achievement motivation, thematic apperception, and pottery designs (McClelland, 
1961; Atkinson 1966)

• Example: Social Motivation – individualism, competition, cooperation, altruism



Values ($) versus subjective values (utilities)

Origins of the idea: St. Petersburg Paradox (Nicolas Bernoulli, 1713)
• How much would you pay me to play this gamble?

• I flip a coin until it comes up tails
• Each time I flip, I double the amount you win
• Tail on first flip à $1
• Head, tail à $2
• Head, head, tail à $4
• Head, head, head, tail à $8
• Etc.

• Rational calculus says first calculate expected value (EV)
• Expected value
• = (½ x $1) + (½ x ½ x $2) + (½ x ½ x ½ x $4) +  …
• = ½$ + ½$ + ½$ + …
• = infinity $$$

• So you should pay anything to play!
• Would you? If not, are you being irrational? Or does the rational calculus need a rethink?



Monetary values versus utilities
• First “solution” to St. Petersburg Paradox proposed 

by Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782; cousin of Nicolas) in 
1738.
• Son of Johann, later his rival
• “Value of 100 ducats to rich is less than value to poor”

• Expected value versus utility of St. Petersburg 
gamble
• = (½ x $1) + (½ x ½ x $1.8) + (½ x ½ x ½ x $3.4) +  … an 

finite limit
• First measurements of “psycho-physics”  conducted 

by Gustav Fechner (1801-1887) = “Dr. Mises”
• Physics professor turned philosopher (Elements of 

Psychophysics, 1860), also wrote about the souls of 
plants

• Linked sensation to perception via non-liner relationship: 
• Example: comparing weights

• Slovic’s explanation of the value to life (Paul Slovic 
TED talk)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIt-THEbNIE


Values: Asymmetry of gains versus losses

• Amos Tversky (1937-1996) and Daniel 
Kahneman’s (1934-) Prospect Theory (1979)
• https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2016/11/dec

ision-science-daniel-kahneman-amos-tversky
• I have a lottery ticket: 90% chance to win $100. 

How much would pay to buy this ticket from 
me?

• You have a “nottery” ticket: 90% chance of 
losing $100. How much would you pay me to 
buy this ticket from you?

• Payments not the same?
• Risk aversion: buying insurance, 

• Individual differences

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2016/11/decision-science-daniel-kahneman-amos-tversky


Demonstration: Motives, values and social comparisons
(McClintock, Messick 1960s)

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Rignt
You
get: 8 7 3 4 4 2 1 0

Friend
gets: 2 5 2 0 6 1 9 2

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Rignt
You
get: 8 7 3 4 4 2 1 0

Stranger
gets: 2 5 2 0 6 1 9 2



Values, preferences, and the transitivity debate
• What is transitivity?

• If you prefer X to Y, and Y to Z, then you should prefer X to Z
• Example: If you prefer fish to steak and prefer steak to beans, then you should 

prefer fih to beans
• True always? Mostly, Never

• Intransitivity makes us open to being “money pumps”
• Examples: fashion, 

• Intransitivity and the paradox of voting 
Condorcet (1743-1794), Charles Dodgson (1832-1898), Kenneth Arrow (1921-
2017) and others



Transitivity, social choice and the paradox of voting

1st choice 2nd Choice 3rd Choice 
Voter X A B C
Voter Y B C A
Voter Z C A B

If voters X, Y, and Z voted, would A, B or C win?
2 votes for A over B
2 votes for B over C
2 votes for C over A



3. Probabilities



From where do our beliefs about (probabilities of) outcomes come?

• Personal experience
• Chances that a dog will bite you
• Chances of falling after an ice storm
• Chances of finding perfect mate after online dating experiences
• But personal experience might not be representative

• Communications with others
• What parents tell children about trusting strangers
• What doctors tell patients about diseases and prognoses
• “Scientific studies prove…” “The weatherfolk predict…”
• Gossip
• What news headlines tell us about the world

• But emphasis on unusual makes unusual usual: Paul Slovic and causes of death



How do we employ our beliefs about outcomes?

• Egon Brunswik’s (1903-1955) Lens Model of perception
• Tragic Life: Else Frenkel-Brunswik (1908-1958); Ken Hammond (1917-2015)

• Perception as filtering = selective attention
• Perception as inference, “There is more to perception than meets 

the eye.”



The lens model

Rules in
your brain’s

“Lens”

Distal stimulus:
Brain, personality,
mood, motive, etc.

Proximal stimuli =
Cues (gaze, smile, wrinkles 
between brows, arm 
movements, voice, etc.)

Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule

Frightened (p = 60%)
Lying (p=35%)

Percept (inference)

Change proximal stimuli = 
change percept?



Exercise in inference

• What can you infer about the people in the following photo?





How do we revise our beliefs?

• New information, feedback, from trustworthy sources
• Ward Edwards (1927-2005), book bags and poker chips

• People versus Bayes Theorem
• Revisions slower when feedback is delayed and inconsistent
• NATO research

• Thorngate (1944-) multi-cue probability learning
• Learning instances instead of rules; learning by example
• Pattern matching, interpolation, extrapolation to make predictions

• Individual differences
• Hope, optimism = increasing beliefs of good outcomes
• Despair, pessimism = increasing beliefs of bad outcomes

• Social psychological influences on revision: attitude change
• Knox and Inkster (1968) race track study of confidence
• Emphasizing 



4. Combining probabilities and values into preferences



How do people choose their counsellors?

• Thorngate and Mitchell (1973)
• Used published quotes from candidates on topics chosen by Edmonton Journal
• Voters asked to request each piece of information. Example, “D education”,  “F taxes”
• Predicted? Row-by-row search
• Observed: Lexicographic choice
• Why? 

• Reducing information load and conflict
• Implications for political campaigns?

Candidate: Roads Education Taxes Garbage #1 Problem
A Freeway -$$ +$$$ Every 7 days economy
B Bus service +$ -$ 14 days crime
C Bus service --$$ -$ 7 days economy
D Freeway +$ -$$ 7days pollution
E Bike paths +$$ +$$ 30 days traffic
F Freeway -$ ?? 14 days trust



Done!

Thanks for attending
See you next week


